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Perception of Constitution .Misplaced
By Phillip Steele
On September 17, 1987, church
bells rang; red, white and blue
balloons went up; and President
Reagan and school-children pledged their allegiance to the flag-all
in honor of the bicentennial of the
United States Constitution. But
after months of talking to and with
Americans, Professor Gene Nichol
said the Constitution would have
been better served if people had
spent -time reflecting on why we
have a constitution and what it
means.
Nichol, as Director of the Bill of
Rights Institute at MarshallWythe, traveled all over the country during the bicentennial

celebration and picked up some
impressions to back his
conclusion.
"Ironies. Contraditions"
What he found were "ironies,
contradictions" in the way people
perceive the Constitution, Nichol
said. "On one band, we regard the
Constitution as sacred. It's a national centerpiece for Americans.
On the other hand, most people
don't know anything about what it
says," he said.

For example, many people
believe the Constitution was the
document which severed the Colonies from England. And they
have no idea what the Bill of
Rights are in relation to the main
body of the Constitution.

Another peculiarity Nichol
found was "that people tend to
think the Constitution covers
everything. Every perceived injustice is a constitutional issue."
On a call-in show he was asked
if lie-detector tests by private
employers are unconstitutional
and why the Constitution does not
address the lack of jobs for the
handicapped. "People don't
realize that the Constitution is, for
the most part, a limitation on
government," Nichol said.
'Personalization' of
the Constitution
According to Nichol, people
think that actions which affect
them adversely must be unconstitutional. Taking rights for

Deans Address Cars I Copiers
By Paul Barker
According to Associate Dean
Connie Galloway, many of the concerns expressed by students on a
variety of issues at the September

ministration and Finance, and
Dean Sullivan.
The condition of the copy
machines in the library was
another hot topic at the meeting.
o open meofulg with Dean Sullivan Law Librarian Ed Edmonds
have been acted upon already, and stated,
"next Wednesday
others should be resolved in the (September 30) there will be a new
coming months.
copy machine in the student
Perhaps the biggest issue ad- room."
dressed at the meeting was the
The copiers currently in use are
parking space shortage and ways table top models, Edmonds exto alleviate it. Galloway said, "the plained, but the new machine is a
building and grounds people are console model. The replacement
looking into what it would take to copier wil be twice as fast as the
put down different surfaces. If we Sharp 816 it is replacing, and will
can be assured that the new spaces allow for reductions and
will be properly maintained, we'd enlargements.
like to go ahead with it." The proIn response to the recent proposed addition would add 50 blems with the vending machines
spaces to the law school parking in the student lounge, Galloway
lot.
said, " The companies responsible
Galloway added that the pro- have increased the number of
posal has the approval of the Col- times per day they service the
lege's Vice President for Ad- machines. They have expressed a

willingness to monitor the situation and do what is necessary to
keep the machines working properly and filled with the proper
items."
The library infestation problem
raised at the meeting has been
tackled quickly, as extermination
has already taken place. Galloway
reported, however, that the library
"will probably have to be exterminated on a regular basis until
the construction going on under it
is completed. " Complaints from
students which came after the extermination
support
this
evaluation.
Finally, the selection of new furniture for the student lounge is now
underway, and Galloway said she
hopes it will be in place by
November 1. As an interim
remedy, chairs will be taken from
storage to replace those currently in the lounge.

homosexuals as an example, "it.
does not occur to lay people easily that constitutional principles
should apply across the board," he
said.
A positive note he found was the
"people see the Constitution as a
document of justice and human
dignity. It's just bad that people fill
it with their own prejudices."
Because of this "personalization" of the Constitution, government can play upon people's predispositions. "I now realize how effective the official rhetoric about
the Constitution can be in the
minds of lay people. People buy
it," Nichol said.
He told of showing Constitutional flaws in some of the Reagan

In the end, Nichol says these difficulties are inherent in the document. " It would be nice if
everyone could easily understand
the Constitution, but then it would
not work - it has to be flexible. If
the Constitution were a legal code,
it could not play the same role" in
our government, he said.
"You cannot understand Constitutional issues without struggling with them," he said, and that
has left him with a final impression from the bicentennial - "a
heightened appreciation for talking with law students."

Election Reforlll
-Considered
By St ...,.. Mister

In the wake of the recent decision of the Judicial Council to disqualify a candidate in the election
for first-year representatives ,
Chief Justice Jude Klena expressed his hope that the Council will
seriously examine the SBA's existing campaign policy.

said, "The action was an open
violation of the rules."
Murphy remains firm in his
position too, but both sides suggest
that if the incident were to lead to
a close study of the policy, some
good would come out of it.
"Nothing has altered my opinion
about the First Amendment implications, but I think now students
are more aware of the ramifications of SBA regulations on their
right to free speech," Murphy
said.

Potential problems with the
policy were brought to light when
candidate Will Murphy violated an
SBA rule against displaying campaign posters more than one week
before the election. Murphy
characterized the regulation as a
violation of First Amendment proChief Justice KIena pointed out
tections of political speech and a that, for years, the SBA has gone
disregard for the principle of along without formal guidelines.
"At least now we'll try to rectify
separation of powers.
that," he said.
After allowing Murphy to respond to the charges at a public
hearing, the Council voted in executive session to strike his name
from the ballot and to refuse to
count his write-in votes. This action brought further concern about
the Council's willingness effectively to disenfranchise those students
willing to write in Murphy's name.

..
Jong Keun You addresses the law school community on the prospects for political reform in South Korea

Administration's interpretations
of the document, but people would
not back off from their stand in
support of the administration.

At the diSCiplinary hearing, the
free speech issue became secondary to Murphy's other charge
that a single body should not have
authority to issue regulations and
then perform a judicial function on
those same rules. "Separation of
powers is hardly a new idea,"
Murphy commented.

When the election results were
tallied, Murphy received 18 writein votes. Murphy's votes would
have placed him in seventh place
in the field of 10 candidates competing for three spaces.

Klena admits the free speech
allegation is an issue that must be
carefully weighed when the Council gets down to business. He plans
to consult two former chief
justices of the Judicial Council for
their input.

Even while suggesting the Council is anxious to examine the election regulations, KIena insists the
Council acted correctly. " I don 't
think we did anything wrong, " he

"We certainly don't want to go
through this again," KIena added.
He expects the Council will have
a codified campaign policy before
the SBA elections in the spring,
perhaps as early as Christmas.
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Inter Alia

Letters te) the Editor

Much Ado
About Nothing

Nix on

Ad
Homineum

Hai~g/Ollie

Dear Editor:
shoot, the bullets are real. HiS irresponsible foreign policy has
Just when I thought it was safe
made us a laughing stock in the
to reaffirm my faith in the
world community. I, for one, am Dear Editor:
Democratic party and the Comnot going to sit idly by and listen
monwealth of Massachusetts, I
I am writing in regard to the
to right-wing rhetoric espousing
discover the spirit of Damian
views whose time has come and current semi~ontroversy involvreturns. I liked Damian, don't get
The Chief Justice of the Judicial Council should be
gone: like, " the best defense is of- ing the ill-fated campaign of Will
me wrong ; it was his camoflauge
commended for acknowledging that the SBA election
fense. " Tbe whole party is Murpby for first-year rep. Initialgarb which rendered me extremecampaign rule which led to a candidate's disqualificaparanoid. The rest of the world ly I was going to deliver a
ly cautious when the topic of
tion needs to be revised. The rule confines campaign
just wants to be left alone. It is discourse on why Will's theories of
politics came up. I feared a war of
time we stopped acting like Big constitutional rights and the propostering and leafletting to the one-week period imno small proportion, though I'm
Brother and concentrated our efsure he wouldn't have hesitated
mediately before election day, on threat of disqualificatection they receive were just
forts in establishing peace at home
blowing
my
head
off
with
one
of
his
tion. Regardless of its constitutionality, the rule is a
wrong,
but as I sat down to write
and abroad. Preoccupation with
_ war toys. But Damian was funny
this
bad one, and should be overhauled.
letter,
I decided instead to atwar
heroes
will
only
lead
to
more
and he was well-versed in his pro-·
Granted, the issue is not as significant as nuclear
paganda. Mike Davidson cam , war - this is all your candidates tack Mr. Murphy on a personal
level. Who is the guy and what is
know how to do.
disarmament, and the actual harm suffered by canclaim neither. His "article» is tru··
Let us concentrate on our home, his problem?
ly misinformed. Has he been liv··
didates is minimal. But even the minor infringement
our people, the domestic problems
First of all, not even Tom
ing under a rock? Are we to forget
on free speech caused by the rule outweighs the reasons
and the economic woes, the Kohler, a man who only recently
the shame our country endured
for the regulation, which border on the nonexistent.
hungry and the oppressed. Let has been able to grasp the subtle
during the Iran-Contra affair and
The only rationale advanced by the Judicial CounNicaragua alone, for that matter, difference between mootness and
put the trust of our country in a
leave the world alone. If we are not ripeness, would argue that Murcil, the body responsible for the rule, is that it helps the
man who clearly does not understhere for peace - get out. The rest
tand or wish to abide by our ConCouncil communicate a uniform and consistent set of
of the world is not out to get us, phy's constitutional rights are bestitution?
"Ollie
does
make
a
campaign regulations to the entire body of candidates
they are trying to live life as they ing violated. My advice is wait out
mistake or two on occasion, but
by waiting for the campaign registration period to
see fit. Who are we to say that they the year, Will, you will be surprishe's eager to learn . .. He stretch··
close. Those regulations, however, are barely a
do not know what is "best» for ed at all the things you learn in Con
ed a few federal statutes.» Whom
Law, not the least of which is that
them?
paragraph long, and can be given in writing to each
are we kidding? The man is a
I am not going to tell you readers you are a boob, which is the subdisgrace to his country and his
candidate as he registers. Besides avoiding a completewhom to vote for - I am only ask- ject of the next paragraph.
uniform. And while we are on the
ly unnecessary speech restriction, this solution actually
ing that you do not forget the "prosubject, why do you right-wingers
Almost everyone is asking the
increases administrative convenience.
gress" of the past seven years. same question, why is it so imporgive such deference to military
Other defenders of the rule conjure up nightmare
men? So Haig went to West Point
Connie Karassas tant for this guy to put up posters
visions of the student lounge and hanging files being
- big deal. How does that qualify
early? Some people say maybe it
P .S.
.
him to formulate domestic policy?
flooded with a torrent of pesky campaign literature. It
take
offense
to
remarks
made
lS a bad rule, the guy is only tryI
I,
for
one,
do
not
want to " fear"
is this concern, and not the initial one of free speech,
against the Kennedys, Governor ing to prove a point. My answer is
my president. I spent the past
that lacks a sense of reality, of proportion. A few more
Dukakis, the Commonwealth of perhaps some points are not worth
seven years fearing what trigger··
posters in the student lounge just will not make much
Massachusetts, and " self- proving, and I applaud the prohappy Reagan was going to do
difference one way or the other. Candidates will not
respecting Southerners." These cedural spanking given to Mr.
next. His entire term in office was
a continuation of his "acting
leaders of the past will be the Murphy by Jude Klena and Leigh
begin campaigning years in advance, and any real difcareer." In real life, when you
saviors of our future.
Ann Holt. Even those of you who
ference in the volume of literature will be barely
say student government does
noticeable. Given the current relaxed level of SBA
nothing constructive have to offer
campaigns, to suggest otherwise is just plain silly.
thanks for the actions of our SBA
Critics who complain that the controversy was
official which have kept Mr. Murmuch ado about nothing are absolutely right. There is
phy's public droning to a
nothing stopping the Council from eliminating this rule t
Dear Editor:
dent organizations other than
minimum. Rules, policies, and
and with it a lot of needless controversy. One hopes
There are a number of reasons "stop being a wiener."
constitutional dogma aside, this .
they follow up on the hints of reform in the weeks why the general public hates In order to preserve the integri- was a good move.
lawyers. Not the least of these ty of the profession, law students
ahead.
In closing I would just like to say
reasons
is the fact that Steve and faculty need to recognize these
-S.J.M.
to Mr. Murphy that I am a
warning
signs
and
nip
the
stuFrazier hopes to one day become
member of the SBA executive
dent/ wiener in the bud, before the
one himself.
board and you are not. And that
lawyer/
zealot
is
launched
out
on
Other than that, a particular
mak~ me better than you.
problem, which recently surfaced the already cynical public. If you
As always,
in the first-year elections, is the are uncomfortable with the wiener
lawyer/ zealot syndrome. This is analogy, a more straightforward
Steve Frazier
the attorney that searches endless- approach may be in order. Try to
Marshall-Wythe School of Law
ly for technical problems or remember what you would have
Pickwickian issues which involve thought of the claim or issue in
EDITORS IN CHIEF .... Gerry Gray & H. Kimberlie Young
questionable injury-in-fact. Such question before you went to law
Managing Editor .............................................Cheri Lewis
problems often arise in the context school. I have found that the legalCopy Editors ................... Paul Consbruck, Robin Browder,
of long accepted procedures that ly trained mind tends to be a terri- Dear Editor:
Robb Storm
everyone is relatively happy with, ble judge of " who cares. "
HEY! Thanks to all those who
There are two things I would like
News Editor ................................................. Steve Mulroy
or doesn't even care about. SudSports Editor ............................................... Darren Burns
denly the non-issue is thrust upon to add in closing. First, I warn helped to make the Pig Roast a
Photography Editor ..................•...................... Mark Raby
the public accompanied by con- everyone to be constantly on guard success!
Special thanks to Mara Clariett
Reporters .................... ........Phillipo Steele, Steven Mister,
voluted legal arguments and pom- for the lawyer/ zealot syndrome. It
Jean Hernon, Johanna Groepl,
pous statements of duty and prin- sneaks up on you. It sucked me in- who, as a Pig Roast vet, was our
Cathy Lee, Jon Hudson,
ciple. The reasonable response to to writing a semi-serious letter. Se- right hand man; Jeff Yeats, who
Paul Barker, Karin Hornatt
such niggling arguments is disgust cond, who the hell is Jeff Yeats? interrupted a moderate hangover
As it should have been in the last on Saturday morning to help
Photographers .................... Lee Bender, Randy Repcheck,
accompanied by horror upon fintransport "Snort" to his pyre; Jim
Rodney Willett, Brenda Williams
ding out the income of the offend- letter,
ing pettifogger.
supinely yours, Lady and Tim Leary who providColumnists .............................. Mike Davidson, Jeff Yeats,
Will Murphy
The genesis of the lawyer/ zealot
Tom Kohler ed the brute, and manly strength
occurs in law school with the (Editor : please note that the necessary to set everything up ;
Production ............................... Greg Paw, Amy Birkimer,
tolerance of the law stu- salutation does
not say and Karen Wendelken, our cuteElizabeth Deininger, Ray Gallagher,
as-a-button bouncer, who worked
dent/wiener. Most of us exhibit " sincerely. ")
Neal McBrayer, Tim Murphy
wonders keeping the Rugby Team
Business Manager ....................................... Susan Hubona
potential for this at one time or
at bay.
another, i.e. imagined party torts
Thanks !Uso to Billy Henderson,
and
claimed
professional
Published every ot her Thursday during the academic year except duri ng exBarb Pawlak, Charlotte Lamont,
discrimination,
but
the
derision
of
and vacation periods. Funded in part by the Publi cations Council of the Col·
Doug Anderson, Dave Cozad,
friends usually knocks us back inege of William and Mary.
Cathy Stanton, Mary Warner,
Opin ions expressed in this newspaper do not necessarily represent those
to reality. Occasionally a law stuWendy Wiebalk and Kelly Barnes.
f the entire ed itorial board or of the student s, faculty or administrat ion of the
dent is lost to the syndrome. This Dear Editor:
arshall·Wythe School of Law.
SomeOne please tell Mr. Will If we're left anybody out, we're
happens when the student/wiener
Letters t o the Editor should be typed at double-spaced on 8 V, Xll paper. The
sorry, but please know that your
Murphy
to grow up.
is
taken
seriously.
Warning
signs
deadline for inclusion in the Thursday edition is Monday at 5 p.m. The Advocate
are serious student discussion,
Sincerely, help was appreciated.
reserves 'the right to edit submission for reasons of space and clarity.
Lisa Ng
, coverage.in .student n~wspa~~ _ _ _ - . . .. '
P,e ter A. .B un: .
: Print~d by· the , Virgin ia Gaz!!tte, - . _
. . .' . . • .••
Wayne Melnick ' .
·.andcomments by facuIty and ~tu_,
: -~
"...
. . . ...,
,
-~
~. t. , :
,- . f •. ,, _ .~: ._ ._ •. -~. ' - :. : . _
'
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Hullabaloo Kinnikinnick
By Jeff Yeats
Dear Dad:
Things here at law camp are
getting a little bit out of hand. I
know I said the same thing last
year, but it's happening again. Only different.
You know what my hero always
says about when the going gets
weird, the weird turn pro? It's
time to turn pro, Dad, but they
won't let me do that right now. In
fact, they say I have to wait almost
two more years before I can play
for pay.
It must be worse for those guys
in their third year. You can tell
they know all the law they'll ever
need to know. Some of them know
all the law they ever will know and
they are just probably wasting
their time here. That's a terrible
reality to have to live with.

And now the professors are yelling at the first-years because they
don't act like the second-years did
when they were first-years. Dad,
nobody should aspire to such
maniacal extremes. It wounds the
psyche.
I'm so confused I'm thinking
seriously about buying a
Volkswagon. That's not like me
and I know you know that. That's
why I'm writing you. You used to
want to bUy me a volkSwagen and
I thought you might give me some

insight on what's happening to me.
Are they squeezing my formerly freewheeling mind into some
horrible mold of Holmesian practicality? Or is it just because I ate
nothing but pork and pork products all weekend? You were in
the Navy, you ate a lot of strange
and repetitive stuff. Does it twist
your perception like that?
And another thing, I actually
spent Sunday afternoon studying.
Now that's just probably insane. I
say just probably because it
wasn~ t my fault. There wasn't
anything else to do.
Why do people who make thirty
and forty thousand dollars a week
go on strike? I always thought that
was good money for a year. I know
that there are things that aren't
worth doing even for thirty grand
a week, but most of those things
are illegal now.
Money won't matter to these
guys, though , if Reagan
establishes a beachbard in Iran
and sends advisors to Afghanistan.
The unemployed and healthy have
the least resistance to the draft,
after all.
I know you won't appreciate
this, Dad, but I'm going to say it
anyway. Thank you for your part
in helping me avoid conscription.
It's a fine old trawHon and I'm
proud to say there is not a draft

Baby Barristers
By Will Murphy
U.s. Senate v. Bork, 3 Advt 3, 3
(1987) (Marshalphy, dissenting).

The accusations of plagiarism

and similar muck raking clearly
constitute an ad hominem attack.
It is the right and the duty of the
senators to advise and to give or
withhold their consent. The parties
here accused are senators. It may
be argued that they should not be,
but this is a political question.
Political questions are nonjusticiable, except where it is emphatically the province and the duty of the judicial department to say
what the law is.

[Facts: Judge Bork has been
nominated as a Justice to the
Supreme Court of the United
States. His credentials have been
largely unchallenged. His ideology
bas been the subject of the controversy. His comments and opinions have led many to fear that he
ould strip women and minorities
f many of their rigfits, would
avor big business, and would pose
It is contended that the Senate
threat to civil liberties. People
should consider only qualificadon't like the sound of his
tions, that ideology should have no
e or his funny-looking beard.
place in its inquiry. This is too exthers have question.ed the
travagant to be maintained, an abckgrounds of the senators quessurdity too gross to be insisted on.
joDing him. Accusations of
U shall, however, receive more at.lagiarism have been expecially
tentive consideration.
rominent in this regard.]
Quoted from the opinion of J.
balpby:
There are three questions before

e Court:
. ) Whether questions about
lagiarism in the backgrounds of
e sena tors questioning Bork are
levant?

Whether questions about Bark's
ideology may permissibly enter
the Senate's decision-making?
ii)

iii) Whether the nomination of

Bork should be reversed or

affirmed?

~

board in the nation which has my
nameornurnnber. Hopefully, none
ever will.
Remember my buddy Larry?
He was the tall guy I brought to
meet you when you said I was just
probably the only one in high
school with hair that long. Well,
Larry was born a month before me
and Larry had to register for the
draft for the war-that-wasn'treally-a-war. I didn't. Thanks
again, Dad, that was some great
timing.
So, maybe foreign policy decisions can settle the football strike.
And maybe if I sell the van and
buy a Volkswagon you'll realize
that my hair really wasn't that
long anymore and that law school
really is doing some good here.
And maybe you'll even send me
some money.
You know I don't ask. And you
know it's because I know you won't
send me any money. But I thought
since I'm showing signs of practicality you might want to provide
an incentive to continued progress.
Maybe help put a decent stereo in
the cost-efficient little Bug.
I know. It was just a thought. I'll
just take my solace in the old saw
that says being weird will get you
through times of no money better
than money will get you through
weird times.
Or something very· much like
that.

The Righ
By Mike Davidson
Nancy (wife) and I flew up to
Boston last week to visit relatives.
It was a typical visit; they threw
daisies at me as I came off the
plane and began chanting "No
More Vietnams." I, of course,
rallied the passengers into a
"Draft Them" chant.
As it was an evening flight (l
always feel safer flying into
Massachusetts under the cover of
darkness) we went to dinner at
some vegetarian restaurant called the Enchanted Broccoli Forest.
They had various forms of rabbit
food and gave the kids tofu hotdogs
(called " Not Dogs") . I settled for
fish and had a shark steak (just in
case I'm ever maimed by one I'd
like to think I was still on the plus
side).
Eventually the conversation
turned to contra aid and the
Nicaraguan problem. I opted for
sending a medical school down
there so we could rescue it or else
exploring the possibility of enforcing whatever canal building
rights we may have left. Now, as
a modern-day Renaissance man,
I like to keep an open mind as to
opposing opinions, no matter how
stupid, but they actually opposed
contra aid because they felt the
contras were a bunch of thugs and
bccauac aid would di3courage

Nicaraguan peace initiatives!
Let's set the record straight.
Nicaragua is using a highly successful ploy known as the communist peace offensive. The idea
is that whenever the communists
lose the advantage in a conflict,
they start making peace Doises.
No restriction on what the This immediately generates
Senate may base its decision to tremendous pressure among the
withhold consent upon is to be populace and the press to force the
found in the passage which confers US government to haIt all offenthat power. It has been the prac- sive actions in a show of American
sincerity for peace. It worked
tice of Presidents who have made
against us in Korea and Vietnam
appointments to the Supreme and shows every indication of
Court to select nominees based on working now.
their ideologies as well as their
In Korea, as the UN forces were
qualifications. This practice is well rolling the red hordes back up the
known and has been accepted. peninsula, the communists cried
[Here is omitted 14 pages of dicta peace. We of course stopped all
concerning the history of Supreme operations as a show of sincerity.
Court appointments and some They insisted on a negotiating site
drivel about separation of right smack in the middle of the
UN attack (Kaesong). While buypowers.]
ing time to build up their forces
(they brought a half million men
Since the Constitution draws no to the front), they engaged in
distinction between that which the endless and pointless argurnnent.
President may properly consider Their subsequent surprise offen-

sives were beaten back. As w
prepared a counterattack, the
again cried peace. We stop
while they rebuilt their forces an
so it went for two years until
Eisenhower grew tired and bega
rattling the nuclear saber.
In Vietnam, the communists
dragged their feet, demanded con
cessions and engaged in propagan
da attacks for over five years as
America attempted to negotiate
an end to the vietnam War. In the
meantime they violated every
agreement reached and relied 0
American public pressure (en
couraged by a good nurnnber 0
American sympathizers ) to forc
a premature American withdraw!.
Mter a communist walk-()ut, Nix
on grew impatient and began tur
ning Hanoi into a large parking 10
with an endless series of B-5
strikes (40,000 tons of bombs wer
dropped). Within a month we ha
a cease fire agreement.
If Nicaragua's peace offensiv
dismantles the contras there .
be absolutely nothing to preven
Ortega from reversing every pr
gressive move he makes. It tak
fifteen minutes to reclose an 0
position newspaper; it takes y
to reorganize an insurgency.
So what if the contras ar
" thugs." At least they are susce
tible to Atnerican pre:l:5ure t
reform and there is evidence tha
they are doing so. Ortega's cre
is certainly no better and probabl
worse.
Moral righteousness as a prere
quisite to alliance has never work
ed. Wilson tried it with his "Mis
sionary Diplomacy" and not 001
got us into WWI but also sen
Black Jack Pershing and 5,
armed "missionaries" into Mex
ico. Carter tried it and his foreig
policy was an unmitigate
disaster! Don't forget we team
up with Stalin in WWII and he wa
better than Hitler only in degree.
The contras are problematic bu
at least they are malleable an
can be encouraged towar
democratic reform. When the con
tras are gone, however, Ortega
will have no incentive whatsoever
to adhere to his promises and can
be expected not only to reinstate
his totalitarian policies, but will
also forcefully export communism
through the region. Only the con
tinued existence of the contras .
guarantee any hope for peace .
Central America.

mmakinghisnominationandtlmt . .------------------------------------~--------'
which the Senate may properly
consider in deciding whether to
give its consent, it follows that the
The Constitution says that the Senate may lawfully examine
President, " .. . shall nominate, anything which the President may
and with the Advice and Consent properly look into. Since the Presiof the Senate, shall appoint .. . dent may properly consider
Judges of the Supreme Court ... ". ideology it is apodictic that the
The subject matter on which the Senate may examine it and weigh
Senate's power is to act is the ap- it m their decision.
pointment of judges of the
Supreme Court. It 'has the power
The final question is, whether
to give its consent. If it lacked the Bork's nomination should be afpower to withhold its consent, this firmed or reversed. I would REclause would be empty of all MAND the cause to the Judiciary
meaning, mere verbiage. We must Committee for findings of fact in
remain cognizant tlmt is a Con- keeping with this opinion. Also, the
stitution we are expounding. If we power to tax is the power to
applied this construction, we destroy. [HiStorical Note: Justice
sbould find it so pernicious in its Marshalphy had placed a very
operation that we should be com- large wager on the outcome of the
pelled to discard it. The power of confirmation proceedings, but
the ~ie, ther'elore, includes the brushed' ~ anY; suggeStions Ulat
pow~r 'to withhold its consent.
he shoUld renidvEf~If.]
.

•

Wanted
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BENCH !
CLASSICS I

Pro se litigator Casimer Urban, Jr., filed 16 cases

~

~ against a variety of real and imaginary government en- ~

: tities, including the U.S.A. Judicial Branch, the:
~ U.S.A. (States) , the United States of America, the U.S.A. ~
"'~
Executive Branch and the U.S.A. Congress. The in for- :
•
.
.
.
~ rna pauperis complaints were dismissed by the District ~
The Delta Theta Phi Law
What is PAD? On the internaPhi Delta Phi. International: Court pursuant to its statutory powers of dismissal for:
Fraternity International has tionallevel it is a legal fraternity Legal
Fratermty
(PDP),: f' li
. .
:
returned to active status at which has chapters at over 160 established at the University of : ~vo ty o~ malICIOusness. 28 U ..S.C .. 1915(d) (1982): Mter :
Marshall-Wythe after a few years legal institutions in the United Michigan in 1869 to promote a : timely notices of appeal, the Ctrcwt Court consolidated :
of inactivity. Delta Theta Phi States, Canada, and Puerto Rico higher standard of legal ethics, is : the appellant's claims. Appellant Urban then filed 16:
(DTP) is definitely not the " new" (yes, the place where Bobby ~e oldest professio~al frate~ty ~ separate motions for expedition and a change of venue ~
fraternity in town, though. DTP's Knight demonstrated good, old, m the Western Henuspbere. Smce : so the appeals chould be heard in a nationally televised :
history hails back to September American sportsmanship by pun- 1869, PDP has grown to be the : S
C'
. I
:
1913, when it was formed by the ching a cop during the Pan- largest legal fraternity in the: upreme ourt Jury tria .
:
amalgamation of three profes- American games).
United States.
~
In his initial appeal, 28 appeals were filed. The court ~
sional fraternities. The William
While our objective is not to bore
PDP counts among its members : stated that:
:
and Mary chapter of Delta Theta you as some other legal frater- seven of the present Supreme:
th
h h
ttr'b tes' ti ali
:
Phi-named the Tucker Senate in nities might, you may still be in- Court justices. Internationally, ~
. . ' . ey eac s are common a 1 U : lITa on - ~
honor of the renowned patriot- terested in knowllig that some PDP has 130 active inns. Here at:
ty, mcoherence and a complete lack of any subs tan- :
was founded in 1973.
famous people are and have been Marshall-Wythe the Jefferson Inn ~
tive allegations over which this court might main- ~
Delta Theta Phi is unique among PAD members. Why, our own was founded in 1965.
:
tain jurisdiction. For example, in his first visit to this :
the legal professional fraternities Dean Emeritus William Spong,
Mo~e !han a ~e~e social ~
court, Mr. Urban sought an emergency stay of the :
in that it has a service orientation. and former Chief Justice and cur- o:gamza!i0n, PDP nationally. ~ro-:
second inauguration of President Reagan Reveal- :
As a result, in addition to offering rent Chancellor of the College, Vldes a Wlde range of opportunities:
.
him I f '
'.:
the fraternity staples of great par- Warren Burger, are PAD for its members. These include::
mg
se at that time to be a self-proclaImed :
ties complete with liberal liba· members. So Were Presidents the Student Loan Program, the ~
presidential candidate, Mr. Urban cited his residen- ~
Continued on Page Six
Continued on Page Six
Continued on Page Six
:
cy in the Milkyway Galaxy as a jurisdictional basis :
r-----------~--------------------~--------------------------,
tforthataction.
:
~
Mr. Urban then filed 2:l new appeals and over 50 mo- ~
: tions. Eleven of the appeals were dismissed as frivolous:
~ on the court's own motion. The remaining 16 were the ~
~ basis for this opinion. The court also found the appeals ~
: to be specious and lacking an arguable basis in fact and:
GREEK SPECIALTIES
SEAFOOD & ITALIAN DISHES
~ in law. For example, Mr. Urban's suit against ~
GYRO. SOUVLlAKI
: U.S.A.(States) demands that some government entity:
~ pay his living and working expenses while he does battle ~
FRESH SALADS
SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
: against injustice. His suit against the Executive Branch:
~ asks to "solve all issues" and "list (49% . . . ) on the Stock ~
: Market Exchange. " Even the court was unable to deter- :
~ mine what this meant:
.
:
HOMEMADE SOUPS
STROMBOUS
E [t]he court is unable to hazard even the most
~
~ elementary guess as to the relief Mr. Urban seeks, ~
~
at a loss to decipher the nature of claims pursued, :
AND DESSERTS
DAIL Y SPECIALS
: and unable to discern a plausible nexus between the :
: complaint and the named defendants.
E
Basing its calculations on appellant's current rate of E
E filings, the court estimated over 100 appeals from him in E
: the next year. In order to protect the "orderly administra- :
NEW ENGLAND STYLE PAN PIZZA
E tion of justice while preserving a party's access to judicial :
LARGE SELECTION OF IMPORTED BEER & WINE
: processes," the court enjoined Mr. Urban from filing any E
E civil action in federal court without first obtaining leave ~
ABC ON AND OFF
: of that court. It further provided that Mr. Urban must cer- :
E tify that any claim he wishes to bring is new, never before ~
WIDE SCREEN TV
: raised or disposed of and not frivolous or taken in bad :
10:30 AM TIL 2:00 AM- SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
: faith.
:
• REAR
PARKING IN
(Case contributed by Lee Bender) :
:
I

\

PAU:CS DELI

:

:·

.

i

A PIZZA RESTAURANT

TAKE OUT OR FREE DELIVERY

I....................................................................................

A SLICE ABOVE THE REST

229-8976
(LUNCH AND DINNER)
761 SCOTLAND STREET - WILLIAMSBURG, VA 23185

FRESH DOUGH PIlZA - "AT ITS BEST"

LOCATED IN COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG· ACROSS FROM THE COLLEGE OF WIWAM &: MARY

• SPECIAL SALADS
• ITALIAN DISHES
• SUBS-"OUR SPECIAL WAY"
• BEER AND WINE
• OPEN 11 AM-ll PM

MUSIC CENTRAL
THE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
RECORDS
TAPES
COMPACT
DISCS

BAND

BOX

517 PRINCE
GEORGE STREET
WILLIAMSBURG
229-8882

"YOUR FAMILY PUlA SHOPPE"
FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED

GIORGIO'S PIZZA SHOPPE
COlONY SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER

2 2 9 ·0300

JAMESTOWN RD- NEXT TO FARM FRESH

..

.,
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Profile
Night Shift Offers
By Steve Mister
Most students know her only as
" Joan." She's the lady who runs
the law library five nights a week
and in her distinctive British a ccent, reminds s tudents "who wish
to stay a fter hours to please sign
the log."
But Joan P earlstein says her job
as night supervisor at MarshallWythe is one of the most rewarding things she's done. "To say the
students keep me young is an
understatement. I become absorbedin them a nd rejuvenated," she
says.
Her sentiments are even more
astounding when she begins to explain all the other things her life
has included. Joan has greeted
dignitaries in the Royal Air Force
Protocol office, toured throughout
Europe several times and worked
as an assistant to movie stars who
were featured on British radio.
Born in the heart of London,
Joan is pr oud to be a bona fide
Cockney. She remembers the a ir
raids during World War II and
waiting in line with her mother for
rations of fruit.
"We lived on the ground floor of
a tall apartm ent block and when
we heard the German planes flying over, everyone would sit on
mattresses on the floor," she

recalls.
"One time, a bomb fell in the
park across the street from where
we lived. We heard the V-2 s top as
it passed overhead and we all held
GUI' breath," Joan remembers.
Had it fallen on the building we
might not have gotten ou t alive."
Joan never saw a banana until
1M5 because tropical fruit was so
rare in England during the War .
"The first time I ate one, I a te
around the middle because I
tbought there would be a core with
leeds inside. " Joan la ughs as she
remembers her mother setting her
straight.
Later Joan m oved to Middlesex
aDd began working a t the RAF
Protocol Office where s he planned
VIP tours and itinera r ies for
visiting dignitaries. There she met
ber husband, Stan Pearls tein, a

USAF intelligence office, who was
stationed in Middlesex. Their son
was born in England before Stan
was restationed in America.
The Pearlsteins came to " the
States" aboard the USS United
States in 1962. Stan was later
reassigned to West Germany and
back to the United Kingdom before
returning to America again in
1!r75. During that transient period,
J oan also traveled across Europe
and America. She drove across the
USA in 1962 and visited Belgium,
France, Spain, Finland, Denmark,
Sweden and Poland while in
Europe.
Particularly vivid to Joan is her
memory of the Soviet Union. " It .
was so terribly oppressive there.
Everything, the clothing, the food,
it was all so utilitarian," she
remembers. "I've never been so
glad to leave a place in m y life ."
Upon moving to Williamsburg in
1977, Joan began working as
visitors' aide in Colonial Williamsburg. She recalls having a complete wardrobe of colonial garb,
but that couldn't hide her British
background. " Everytime I would
open my mouth, people would say
'Oh, you're from England, what's
it like?' I spent more time talking
about my country than I did about
the colonies," she said.
Joan joined the Marshall-Wythe
staff in m9 supervising the Canun
Annex to the old law school
building. " It was in the basement
of a dormitory. It was very old, but
we did have plenty of room," Joan
says.
" I remember the move into the
new building; it was very well
organized, but we had to do all the
packing and unpacking ourselves," she recalls. Mter packing
and taping literally hundreds of
boxes of books, everyone's fingers
were sticky and their arms ached,
she said.
Since then, Joan has watched
over the library and watched out
for the students who live there.
" Sometimes they tell me I act like
a second Mom," she confesses as
a sparkle of maternalism lightens
up her eyes.
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Joan Pearlstein, Marshall-Wythe's favorite night owl.
She's been known to keep after
students to eat right and take them
to the health center if they are
sick. Because Joan closes down
the library at midnight, she knows
when papers are due and students
stay late. "1 do worry about them
staying up au night and getting nm
down. I know they have to get up
for classes the next day," she
admits.
One of the most rewarding
aspects of her job, is seeing
stUdents mature as they go
through law school and out into the
working world. "They come in
much more light-bearted than
they are when they leave ; sometimes they are like totally different
people, " she said.
" These kids behind the desk
work for minimum wage, 1 know

First Aid Course
FIRST AID. T he Colonial
Vu-ginia Chapter of the American
Red Cross will conduct the
Multimedia Standard First Aid
Course the evenings of Tuesday
andThursday, October 13 and
1987,from 6:00 p.m. -10:00p.m. m
the Red Cross Chapter Offices at
324
Monticello
A venue ,
Williamsburg. Attendance both

I?,

evenings is required for
certification.
There is no charge for instruction. In advance of the course,
each participant must pay $20.00
for course materials.
PRE-REGISTRATION IS MAN-

DATORY. To register, send a
check payable to American Red
Cross at the above address by Oc-

tober 9. Cancellations muSt be
made at least 24 hours prior to first
class session for refund of
registration fee.
For further information, please
call the Red Cross office between
Monday and Friday. Class size
will be limited, with enrollment
made in the order registrations
are received.

they struggle to make ends meet
during law school. It's so nice
when they come back to visit and
they' re successful and selfpossessed. They have a certain
flair and you know those years of
law school are paying off, " Joan
adds.
These years of night duty have
provided amusing antecdotes for
Joan too, but not as many as one
might think. "The law students are
not as playful as the undergraduates. They are very serious
about their studies," she says.
Joan does recall some incidents
like the student who left assorted
articles of sporting apparel draped
over his carrel and the time a male
law student's name and phone
number appeared on the women's
room walls. "He got all these

phone calls and couldn't understand why," Joan chuckles as if
she knows more than she is letting
on.
Over the last nine years, law
students have come to depend on
and appreciate Joan. In return she
has received flowers, notes and
mementos through the years in appreciation for her concern.
But mostly Joan is grateful for
being included in their daily trials,
their exam woes and their interview triumphs. "Who can help but
feel an abundance of affection for
them in return," Joan says and
smiles.
Later that evening, in a slightly
more formal voice she will pick up
the microphone. "The library will
close in 15 minutes. Those wishing
to stay please sign the log."
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Beauty Shop
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T-ues-Fri 9 AM - 6 PM

Sat 9 AM - 5 PM

$1 OFF HAIRCUTS WITH
STUDENT 10'S
$25.PERM SPECIAL
-INCWDES Shampoo, -

-

220-8039
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The need for fast, quality copies doesn't stop at 5 o'clock.
And neither do we. Kinko's is open early, open late, and
open weekends to take care of all of your copying needs.

-513 Prince George Street
Behind Sorority Court
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s. Korean

Election Discussed

Fair Notice

military candidate "who is not ing" to take back what was 'given,
By Robert Sheldon
even in the government," while he warned.
The U.S. "still hasn't learned opposition leader Kim Dae Jung,
This is the reason he is "happy
yet" from Iran, Nicaragua and who lived in the U.S. for two years,
to speak to anyone" about the
other countries that America was never allowed to speak to situation - to keep pressure on to
should support democratic anyone more important than an ensure that the Korean people do
movements instead of pro- assistant secretary of state.
not lose what was won. He said
American dictators, says the
You said the history of that it is especially important for
President of the Korean Institute American involvement in Korea is him to inform Americans about
typified by a comment of the the situation so that this time they
For Human Rights.
Join the 8th annual Ambulanc
For those of you who think
The U.S . should not support the former commander of U.S. forces will be on the right side.
Chase Sk & 10k race on Saturday,
-Wythe
social
life
consists
current South Korean dictator, in Korea, who called Koreans
In response to a question, You
nly of keg parties, and for those October 24 ! Sponsored by P .
says Jong Keun You. Neither "lemmings" willing to follow any agreed that the brief 1960
f
you who have not yet discovered Delta Phi Legal Fraternity and th
should it "wash its hands" and leader. Another comment showing democracy was ineffective, but
-W social life-Get Set to FALL Marshall-Wythe School of La
simply hope that an effective anti- American attitudes is that of argued that since it only existed
ROM GRACE on Saturday Oc- Student Bar Association, the rac
communist leader will emerge Robert Kennedy, who when asked for nine months it was not given a
ober 10, 8 p.m. to 1:30 a.m . in the begins at 8:30 a.m. in the parkin
from the current unrest in South in 1961 why the U.S. supported dic- chance. He said the democracy
ampus Ballroom. Wear nice lot of the Marshall-Wythe School 0
Korea. These policies, pursued in tator Park, who had just over- was not brought down for its faillothes! Drink from an open bar! ! Law on South Henry Street.
the past, have led to the growth of thrown a fledgling democracy, ings, as there is proof that dictator
Proceeds will benefit th
ates optional. Dance if you are
anti-Americanism among Korean allegedly answered that "my Park "was plotting a coup before
Williamsburg Fire & Rescu
ble.
Tickets
on
sale
next
week,
students and people, You told the brother loves the son of a bitch." the democracy began."
.00 in advance/$6.00 at the door. Squad and the Mary Siegrist .
International Law Society.
The reality, he said, is that
You promised that the next
Memorial Scholarship Fund. Th
Instead, he argued, the U.S. Koreans have spent 30 years democratic government would be
entry fee is $8 and includes a com
should use its "great influence" in fighting their dictatorship. effective and would be able to keep
memorative T-shirt.
South Korea to ensure that a gen- Although in the past only students the military in check. "There are
Pick up registration forms a
uine democracy is established in took to the streets, this is because plans" to avoid another coup, he
Marshall-Wythe or call 253-H174 f
that country. "There is no such the middle class was scared to pr(}- said, although he wouldn't disclose
more information.
thing as U.S. neutrality" in the test, not because they support the them except to say that the
current situation, he said, because dictator. Recent mass demonstra- military "has finally seen that
doing nothing is helping the tions show that desire for their involvement in politics has
dictator.
democracy is widespread among alienated the people," and would
Reminder to PDP's invitees: intherefore be reluctant to over- itiation Ceremony, October 1,
U.S. policy in Korea has tradi- the Korean people, he argued.
tionally been to support dictators
'The speaker warned that the re- throw a democratic government. Alumni House.
You also discussed the split in
"against the Korean people, " You cent eight-point democratic consaid. Although this policy has cessions were merely a tactical the South Korean opposition. While
moderated and this year the U.S. retreat by the dictatorship and acknowledging its existence, he
Marshall-Wythe students wi
advised the dictator not to use could be reversed at any time. The warned that the dictator should not
soon
have an opportunity to par
force to put down demonstrations, liberalizations were granted only be allowed to use it as an excuse
ticipate in the Housing Partner
You claimed that he has "reliable after dissent within the South for terminating the election. He
ships Program. Sign up sheets .
information" that the U.S. govern- Korean military made it impossi- said that the audience, living in a
soon be posted for this project. The
ment wants the military candidate ble for the dictator to put down democracy, understands that
program will need help in areas
to win the upcoming election. You widespread demonstrations. "It politicians do not always agree
from roofing and dry wall installacited the fact that President was not an act of generosity," and with each other.
the dictator would be "very willReagan met recently with the
To All Jewish Students and tion to sandwich-making and
cheerleading. For more informaFaculty: Beginning this Monday,
tion contact 1L Jon Hudson or Law
October S every Monday
Students
Involved in the
thereafter, there will be a "Supper

Attention
Runners

Fall From
Grace

Initiation

Housing
Program

•

Jewish
Dinner

Fraternities '.

('ontinupd from P$>.!IP Four

DTP
tions, scholarships, strong networks for job opportunities and
professional contacts, exam files,
etc., DTP also has a strong orientation towards providing opportunities for law students to actively
contribute to the law school and
communities
Williamsburg
through various volunteer activities. Participation is completely voluntary-the DTP member
chooses how much or how little, if
any, time he or she will contribute.
The activities include food drives,
volunteering to assist the Law
Students Involved in the Community, and working for Student
Legal Services, to name just a few.
Delta Theta Phi is one fraternity that won't disappear after
throwing its Rush party and inducting new members, as other legal
fraternities have done in the past.
In addition to the continual service
opportunities and projects, DTP
will sponsor speakers of interest to
the whole law school community,
review sessions to help students,
especially first years, prepare for
exams, and, of course, social
events and parties.
The objectives of this national
fraternity are: to promote justice;
to unite fraternally congenial law
students; to lead them to high
standards of scholarship and legal
learning; to provide them with an
appreciation of the rich and proud
traditions of the legal profession;
and to advance the interests of
every law school with which this
fraternity is associated.
Delta Theta Phi promises to be
an enjoyable, meaningful and
valuable addition to the fraternity scene at Marshall-Wythe. DTP
cordially invites all ' interested
students, regardless of which year

• •

of school they're in, to loin. The
Tucker Senate of DTP is led by
Fernand Lavallee, Paul Varela,
Steve Weedman, Don Pollack and
Mark Taylor. Anyone interested in
joining should speak to the DTP officers or stop by the DTP info table
which will be in the law school lobby next Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday.

PAD
Truman and Wilson.
The local chapter of PAD is
named after George Wythe, as is
half of the school. The Wythe
chapter has about 40 active
members, which may sound
small, but the quality of membership is quite high. As a group we
are laid-back, avoiding the rahrah, hand-shaking, and wearing of
name tags that some organizations are notorious for. There is
enough tension and competitiveness in your daily law
school life, so we try not to contribute to that.
All this does not mean that we
are not serious in our activities.
We take the used-book sale very
seriously. This, along with the
Marshall-Wythe T-shirt sale, are
our primary fund raisers. Where
does all this money go? Generally, the money goes into social activities which are open to the entire law-school community and
whomever else the cat drags in.
Some of the activities PAD has
. sponsored include suitcase parties
leading to a weekend in Atlantic
City, a casino night for those who
don't go to Atlantic City (using
simulatedmoney,ofcourse!),and
softball tournaments. This year we
are trying to raise money to send
. our Chapter Jlistice to·Chiria so he .
can see the Grateful Dead play at

with tbe R.!:>bbi' f r = 5:(}(}-s:9<J

Community.

p.m. The cost is free. All interested
persons should contact Lee Bender
or Eric Cantor for details.

the Great Wall this spring. Failing
this, we may take a bus trip to see
the Bullets or the Capitols
sometime during the winter.
Another helpful activity on the
local level is the Outline Bank. We
collect course outlines from
members and make them
available to other members. This
is one of the truly tangible
benefits of PAD.
Beyond law school, PAD also offers a large network of alumni nationwide, which can help immeasurably in the old job search.
The national organization maintains an International Placement
Service and a strong alumni
association with various annual
meetings.
We invite all non-members to an
informational meeting Thursday,
October 1, at 3 p.m. in Room 239.

Bar Review

VP Tennis
The PDP M-W Tennis Tournaent Finals for all categories will
held around Friday, October 16
Sunday, October 18. Details to
ollow.

Bar Review Prep Course Information Session - to be held Monday, October S at 3:30 p.m. in
Room 127. All law students - not
only 3L's - are encouraged to attend. Representatives from the
Stanley Kaplan and BAR/BRI
. courses will explain all details
about their courses.

PDP
Balfour Scholarship Awards, the
open 11 o'clock
Biennial convention, the Group
lunch served Saturday
Life Insurance Program and
October 3
Placement Opportunities. Along
with these, each local PDP Inn
open after the game
provides services and functions
unique to its law school. For example, the Jefferson Inn activities
range from sponsoring the Ambulance Chase, a fundraiser for
local charities, to providing exam
preparation sessions for first
years. So far this year PDP has
provided donuts and coffee at the
first year orientation, organized
the Second Annual Booze Cruise on
'u sconAND ST.
the New Spirit of Norfolk and held
the PDP Rush Party at Berret's
Raw Bar.
October will see initiation of new
members on the first, the AmEntertainment Tuesday 6th
bulance Chase Race on the twentyK:...:.e-:;ti..,:F:....;8rr:;:,:,8r=-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J,
fout;th and a Halloween partY !it , . L---..,.;--:-_...:.-_-:--_--7_
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Behveen the Lines
The Dream

By Darren Burns

I have a dream ... (Hey, no
Biden jokes 1) I have a dream that
I take a bus ride to stardom, at
least for a few weeks, and during
that ride nobody throws eggs or
brandishes shotguns or calls me a
scab .. . and as I sink into reverie,
the dream seems almost real.. .

football. They do not twist our '
arms. We twist and shout all the
way down the elevator, out the
door and into our new cars ...
However, practice is not so
much celebration. As a matter of
fact, we and 47 other guys almost
die from being our of shape. But
the coaches treat us like stars and
let us have more water and
Gatorade than any high school
coach ever did. All of the sudden,
there is huge crowd and referees
running around and the ball is in
the air.

My friends and I are sitting at
the polished bar of the Marriot
Hotel near Dulles Airport, enjoying the almost Vegas-like comforts
of that fine genre, the hotel lounge.
Two distinguished looking gentlemen cross our view of the scenery.
We can't llelp but to notice them.
'!bey dress like businessmen and
talk like good old boys. We've got
to love it, that Tom LandrylFoghorn Leghorn style. They
head to their table, so we look back
to the scenery.

One friend is throwing the ball,
another friend is crushing the opposing player with the ball, and
I'm catching as many helmets in
the ribs as footballs. Luckily this
is dream. All I feel is the excitement of that touchdown (somebody's got to score .. . ) .l
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Feeling the hot rays on his chest and sensing that time is running out, Paul Varela rocks frantiC.ally to
right himself. Also pictured is the football used in XL Club's fifth consecutive intramural league victory.

Suddenly, one of the men is at
the side of my friend who played
In the Jocker room, we all decide
football in college, introducing .
life in the NFL is just great, even
himseH. He seems very intent on
if we aren't supposed to be here .. .
impressing us as we each take
turns shaking his hand. Now we
This is when the bartender By Stephen Lee
are at the man's table, sipping fine wakes me up and says he's closing
drinks which the strangers have for the ni~~. My friends are not
The United Way's eighth annual
bought us (after all , it is a around. They must be on injured eight-mile run from Carter's
dream-anything can happen). reserve somewhere. I guess it was Grove mansion down the pristine
Soon we learn that they are top- just a dream . Still, my ribs hurt Carter's
Grove
road
to
level scouts for the Redskins. They anyway. Must be Little Willy and Williamsburg was held Sept. 19,
say, "We like your style." Then " Wildcat" kicking me in frustra- and drew several participants
tile scene shifts to an office. tion. They really miss football, from the Marshall-Wythe student
Tbey've got us signing paperS, pro-style.
body. I was one of them. In hindwhich in return for more money
sight, despite my inclination to run
I just wonder if the players and four-milers, I would not forego the
per week than we ever spent in our
lives, ask that we put on fancy owners realize bow many Willys experience, I received too many
and Wildcats they're letting down. benefits from the race not to enter
lllliforms and equipment and play
it or similar races.
I first heard of the race from a
2L, Doug Smith, about two weeks
before it. I hesitated to commit
myself to longer distance. But as
I thought of the'cballenge of trying
something new and reaching for a
higher goal, I decided to enter. I
had little time to prepare, so I
jumped into action.
The second week pitted the two
First, I tried to drum up support
rivals law school teams in what for the race. Unfortunately, not
turned out to be a closely fought many students signed up. But I did
match . Commence Spanking manage to get a running partner
By Andy Gordon
came
out tough, playing a much in Charles Fincher: This was a
'!be Law School, keeping to its
athletic ways, is fielding two more aggressive and organized crucial step in preparing myseH
teams in the city soccer league of game than in week one. Although mentally and physically for the
Williamsburg. International Shoe, International Shoe applied consis- run. Next, I developed a training
a perennial powerhouse in both the tent pressure, the only goal of the schedule. I decided to run the full
game came after a long shot from course once as practice, then run
city league and William and Mary
Shoe
fullback Kathy Burroughs various shorter distances for five
intramurals, is having a regrouping year after losing all but a hand- and a subsequent mix-up by days straight. Finally, I took two .
ful of players to graduation. Com- Spanking's defense. Exceptional days off before running the full
mence Spanking, on the other games were turned in by keepers course once more.
hand, is a relative newcomer to ci- Leif Niessen for Spanking· and
I enjoyed the preparation a
Tom Sotelo for Shoe, as well as great deal. First, running with a
ty league play and consists mainlyof athletic but studious, second- some tough defense by first-year partner made it less like work and
Shoe sweeper-back AI Anzini.
year law students.
more like play. Also, I felt great
satisfaction when I completed the
eight-mile course on my first try.
The course itself provided
Games are played Wednesday cognitive and aesthetic stimulaInternational Shoe swept past evenings under the lights at tion. The varied flora and fauna
the Nads in the season opener, 3-1. McGruder elementary school off distracted my mind from my
Two goals were scored by veteran 2nd Street, and they will continue body's exertions. On my practice
runs, Charles and I passed an owl
forward Mark Bramble. Van through November.

1L Conquers 8-Miler

Soccer League's
Legal Presence

_----------------------_~

Dorsey, representing a large
group of ~t-year recruits, added
one. Solid performances were
registered by coach/captain Peter
Burr and first-year Tom Sotelo,

perched in a tree not 10 feet dis- runners frequently passed me, ilt
tant. On another occasion I pass- least for the first five miles.
ed within a yard of a baby rabbit,
Not long after I passed the fiveand ran parallel with three deer mile marker, the race was over for
for about 114 of a mile. The smell the first finisher. The winning time
of roasted barley coming from was 41 minutes, 31 seconds. With
Anheuser-Busch helped me run two miles to go, I started running
better, too . Perhaps all this as hard as I could. As I neared the
preparation came easily because, finish, people cheered me on,
unlike many of my previous runs, which helped me push hard up the
I had a distinct and palpable goal. last hill and sprint to the finish .
I finished 188th with a time of 62
But at least the training gave me
reason to get away from hard minutes, 34 seconds, and that
studies and helped let out the ten- made me happy. But other law
students had fared even better.
sions of the day.
The race commenced at 9:00 Martin Wagner, lL, finished in 52
a.m. and took on a distinctly social minutes. Doug Smith, last year's
atmosphere. About 330 runners fifth finisher, came in at 30th with
mingled with each other and con- a 46'39" time. Unfortunately,
versed while getting ready to run. Charles Fincher could not enter
Upon the firing of a musket, they because the previous evening's accharged down the road. I stayed tivities incapacitated him.
For the students who missed this
near the middle because I had a
goal to maintain an eight-minute race and now realize the error of
mile pace. As people announced their ways, another chance to help
others and yourseH approaches.
split times at each mile the runners passed, I could tell whether The Ambulance Chase, organized
I was going fast enough to keep , by PDP to benefit local charities,
is scheduled for November. I hope
this pace. Nevertheless, I often felt
pressured to run faster since other I will see you at the starting line.
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Have you?
For years, Kaplan students have been asking for a
bar review course with the same standards of excellence
as Kaplan's other courses. After carefully investigatiDg bar
review courses, Stanley Kaplan has joined forces with SMH
Bar Review to add bar exam preparation to his family
of outstanding educational offerings. The academic
integrity and comprehensive, well-paced structure of the SMH approach made Mr. Kaplan's
decision an easy one - yours should be too!
Preparation is now available for California, Colorado, Connecticut, District of
Columbia, Florida, Illinois, Maine,
Maryland, Massachusetts, lUichigan,
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New
Mexico, New York, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, Texas, Vermont,
and Virginia.
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